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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which product does NOT provide business analytics capabilities?
A. IBM InfoSphere Guardium
B. IBM InfoSphere Warehouse
C. IBM InfoSphere BigInsights
D. IBM InfoSphere Streams
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following organizational structures uses project
team members who are selected from within their department?

A. Functional
B. Strong matrix
C. Projectized
D. Balanced matrix
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
On R1, encrypt counters are incrementing. On R2, packets are
decrypted, but the encrypt counter is not being
incremented. What is the most likely cause of this issue?
A. incomplete IPsec SA establishment
B. crypto engine failure on R2
C. IPsec rekeying is occurring
D. a routing problem on R2
E. a routing problem on R1
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following circumstances can cause multicast
traffic to fail to reach the user? (Multiple choice)
A. The router-related interface does not have the PIM protocol
enabled.
B. The router does not have dynamic routing
C. The receiver router discards the received IGMP Report
D. The upstream router discards the received Graft message.
Answer: A,B,C,D
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